1916
To Wilfrid Ward	34, Queen's Gate Gardens, S.W.
March 19,1916
my deah wilfrid,
I do not know whether you are well enough to read
letters, but I can't help hoping that you are from what Mrs.
Ward wrote to me about the operation, your frequent good
nights and the hope of moving you to London* Do thank
her very much indeed for her letter. Of course we are
often thinking of you and in some ways still more of her.
For I always think I felt it as in my own illness—that the
person to sympathize with most of all is not the sufferer,
as he is called, but those who love him and are wracked
with anxiety, and are forced to look on and have a helpless
feeling very often, as if they ought to be able to use their
health and strength to relieve the pain and illness, and
they cannot. I know we felt that sort of feeling with our
dear little daughter.
I do hope you don't have much to suffer, and that you
go on steadily feeling stronger and easier. It must be a
strange and great experience to be so ill as you have been—
and not least so for one who has thought and written so
much as you have about the greatest of all questions. I
wonder whether you have been too tired and weak to
think—I expect that many old things have become new
to you and new things been born in your mind.
It is strange indeed to think of you, who were always
so intensely full of eager life and interest in so many
things, as forced to lie still and I suppose content yourselt,
at present at any rate, with very little talking and reading
and seeing of mends,
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